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Abstract 
A model is developed to account for antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) as both intracellular DNA (iDNA) 
and extracellular DNA (eDNA) in predicting the fate and transport of ARGs in receiving waters 
downstream of wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs). eDNA can contribute to iDNA concentrations of 
ARGs through horizontal gene transfer (i.e., transformation); however, the prevalence of eDNA and its 
effects have not been addressed in previous field studies and predictive models. The present model 
tracks eDNA and iDNA in both the water column and the sediment, and it includes physical, chemical, and 
biological processes. It also provides a framework for systematically identifying conditions under which 
accounting for eDNA is important. For example, when the timescale for transformation is small compared 
with the timescale for advection and the water column concentration of eDNA is large compared with that 
of iDNA, ignoring eDNA can underpredict the total amount of ARGs significantly (e.g., by an order of 
magnitude or more). The model demonstrates that the eDNA fraction of ARGs in WWTP discharges is 
important to include in predictions for improved risk assessment of antibiotic resistance in the aquatic 
environment. 
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16 A model is developed to account for antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) as both intracellular DNA 
17 (iDNA) and extracellular DNA (eDNA) in predicting the fate and transport of ARGs in receiving 
18 waters downstream of wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs). eDNA can contribute to iDNA 
19 concentrations of ARGs through horizontal gene transfer (i.e., transformation); however, the 
20 prevalence of eDNA and its effects have not been addressed in previous field studies and predictive 
21 models. The present model tracks eDNA and iDNA in both the water column and the sediment, 
22 and it includes physical, chemical, and biological processes. It also provides a framework for 
23 systematically identifying conditions under which accounting for eDNA is important. For 
24 example, when the time scale for transformation is small compared to the time scale for advection 
25 and the water column concentration of eDNA is large compared to that of iDNA, ignoring eDNA 
26 can underpredict the total amount of ARGs significantly (e.g., by an order of magnitude or more). 
27 The model demonstrates that the eDNA fraction of ARGs in WWTP discharges is important to 
28 include in predictions for improved risk assessment of antibiotic resistance in the aquatic 
29 environment.
30
31 Keywords: antibiotic resistance genes; extracellular DNA; river; wastewater treatment plant; 
32 model
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35 The potential for the aquatic environment to act as a reservoir for antibiotic resistance genes 
36 (ARGs) can eventually lead to increased risk of exposing humans to multidrug resistant pathogens 
37 (Berendonk et al., 2015). ARGs can take different forms in the environment—intracellular DNA 
38 (iDNA), free extracellular DNA (eDNA), and particle-associated eDNA, each of which behaves 
39 differently in aquatic systems. Most field studies exploring the spread of antibiotic resistance 
40 account for only the iDNA form and perhaps eDNA attached to particles; these studies have largely 
41 not differentiated between iDNA and particle-attached eDNA and ignored free eDNA altogether. 
42 However, ARGs in eDNA can lead to the spread of antibiotic resistance in the natural environment 
43 through natural transformation (Dodd, 2012). In particular, eDNA is a major form of ARGs that 
44 facilitates ARG persistence and propagation in river sediment (Mao et al., 2014).
45 Numerous studies link the presence of ARGs in streams across the world to anthropogenic 
46 sources such as agricultural runoff and municipal wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) effluents 
47 (Chen, 2013; Knapp et al., 2012; Storteboom et al., 2010; Winkworth, 2013). Although agricultural 
48 runoff is estimated to contribute more ARGs to the aquatic environment than WWTPs, livestock 
49 waste consists of orders of magnitude greater amounts of ARGs as iDNA (i.e., antibiotic resistant 
50 bacteria) than as eDNA (Zhang et al., 2013). On the other hand, conventional WWTP effluent 
51 contains ARGs as both iDNA and eDNA (Liu et al., 2018; Quach-Cu et al., 2018). In fact, some 
52 ARGs were present in secondary and final effluents in greater quantities as eDNA compared to 
53 iDNA (Liu et al., 2018). Therefore, the continuous input of ARGs from WWTP effluents likely 
54 consists of large quantities of eDNA ARGs that are a potentially significant source of ARGs in 
55 WWTP-impacted streams. 
56 Models are needed to predict the fate and transport of ARGs in streams as a first step 
57 towards mitigating this environmentally-mediated spread of antibiotic resistance. The plug flow 
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58 model of LaPara et al. (2015) predicts spatial variations of iDNA ARG concentrations but omits 
59 all biological processes. The models of Hellweger et al. (2011) and Hellweger (2013) include a 
60 thorough description of fate and transport, while the model of Gothwal and Thatikonda (2018) 
61 accounts for resistant cell fitness; however, these models focus only on iDNA and quantify 
62 antibiotic resistant cells instead of genes. A model that incorporates ARGs as both iDNA and 
63 eDNA is particularly important for predicting the impact of WWTPs on the environmental 
64 dissemination of antibiotic resistance.
65 We report here a predictive model of ARG persistence in receiving streams of WWTPs 
66 that includes input of ARGs as both iDNA and eDNA. The model allows the effects of the various 
67 physical and biological parameters to be explored, and we use it to identify conditions under which 
68 accounting for eDNA is particularly important to predict ARG prevalence downstream. 
69 Model
70 The model aims to predict concentrations of ARGs as eDNA and iDNA downstream of a 
71 WWTP in a river. Here, we refer to eDNA and iDNA forms of ARGs that confer resistance to cells 
72 as “resistant” eDNA and iDNA, respectively, and we refer to iDNA for quantifying the bacterial 
73 population that is susceptible to antibiotics as “susceptible” iDNA. The model includes equations 
74 to predict the evolution over time t and spatial coordinate x of Aew, Aep, and Aeb—the concentrations 
75 of free resistant eDNA in the water column (depth Hw), particle-associated resistant eDNA in the 
76 water column, and resistant eDNA in the sediment bed. It adapts the model of Hellweger et al. 
77 (2011) to develop equations to predict concentrations Siw and Sib of susceptible iDNA (using 16S 
78 rRNA genes as the surrogate) and concentrations Aiw and Aib of resistant iDNA in the water column 
79 (subscript w) and sediment bed (subscript b). For one-dimensional transport with uniform flow, 
80 conservation of mass applied to the Aiw compartment of Fig. 1 yields 
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82 Equation (1) has terms for advection at mean velocity U, dispersion with coefficient K, growth at 
83 rate Aw, decay with coefficient kiw, segregation (in which the daughter cells lose ARGs during 
84 binary fission) at rate w, settling from the water column to the sediment with velocity 
85 wAi, and resuspension from the sediment to the water column with velocity vAi. The bulk density 
86 b of the sediment bed enters because Aib has dimensions of number/mass, while the other 
87 concentrations have dimensions of number/volume. The last two terms involve transfer from 
88 resistant iDNA (i.e., conjugation) and eDNA (i.e., transformation) at rates iw and ew, respectively. 
89 For simplicity, the potential effects of the changes in nutrient limitation and antibiotic 
90 concentrations on growth rates were omitted from this model due to their relatively small 
91 contributions to temporal and spatial variability (Hellweger et al., 2011). The supplementary 
92 material includes a full list of nomenclature (Table S1) and the equations for the other 
93 compartments in dimensional and dimensionless form.
94 The model was solved with a finite-difference approach. Concentrations at x = 0 were set 
95 to prescribed values Aiw0, Aew0, Siw0, etc., and the initial concentrations of susceptible iDNA in the 
96 water column and sediment were set to Siw,init and Sib,init for all x. All other initial concentrations 
97 were set to zero. Values of the parameters were chosen from previous work (Supplementary 
98 Material, Table S2). To explore the effect of eDNA on the fate and transport of ARGs, the transfer 
99 rate for resistant eDNA in the water column was varied over the range 9×10-12 to 2×10-9 L/(GC d). 
100 Representative values of the initial concentrations from previous work (Table S2) were used as 
101 guidance in setting ranges for the simulations; concentrations are specified after the wastewater 
102 effluent mixes with the flow in the river 
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103 Results and discussion
104 Although resistant eDNA does not affect susceptible iDNA in the water column, it can 
105 increase concentrations of resistant iDNA in the water column (Fig. 2). The concentration profiles 
106 for susceptible iDNA and resistant iDNA ignoring eDNA decrease from the concentration at the 
107 source at x = 0, but the profile for resistant iDNA considering eDNA increases quickly to a peak 
108 at about half of the advection length of 2500 m before decreasing further downstream. A 
109 comparison of terms in equation (1) shows that transfer from resistant eDNA and advection are 
110 the most important processes before the peak in Aiw, where the transfer becomes comparable to 
111 settling (Fig. S1). The total amount of resistant iDNA in the river is about 13 times larger when 
112 eDNA is considered. Therefore, accounting for eDNA can change predictions of antibiotic 
113 resistance significantly. 
114 The model provides a useful framework for quantifying the importance of eDNA more 
115 broadly. Accounting for eDNA becomes more important when the transfer from resistant eDNA 
116 happens quickly relative to advection—that is,  or —and   10 /ew iwS L U
  0 / 1w ew iwE S L U 
117 the source has a small concentration of resistant iDNA and a large concentration of resistant eDNA 
118 (Fig. 3). When Ew > 1, the predicted amount of resistant iDNA considering eDNA exceeds the 
119 predicted amount ignoring eDNA by at least an order of magnitude as long as Aiw0/Siw0 < 10-7 or 
120 Aiw0/Aew0 < 10-2. These ratios of concentrations are small, but they have been observed. For 
121 example, ratios of quantities of qnrA genes (as Aiw) and 16S rRNA genes (as Siw) as low as 1.5× 
122 10-8 have been reported (LaPara et al., 2015). Similarly, tetM data suggest that Aiw0/Aew0 of 10-2 
123 can occur in full-scale WWTP effluents (Liu et al., 2018). 
124 Natural and anthropogenic factors in and around the stream influence how eDNA affects 
125 ARG dissemination in streams by changing these ratios between susceptible iDNA, resistant 
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126 iDNA, and resistant eDNA. The fraction of the total bacterial population that is susceptible to gene 
127 transfer in the natural environment is largely unknown. As not all bacterial cells readily undergo 
128 conjugation and/or transformation, the use of total 16S rRNA gene abundance in the model may 
129 lead to an overestimation of susceptible iDNA. Resistant eDNA input from the WWTP (i.e., Aew0) 
130 varies depending on the treatment processes, disinfection methods, and type of ARG (Chang et al., 
131 2017; Cheng and Hong, 2017; Liu et al, 2018; Quach-Cu et al., 2018). Additionally, as agricultural 
132 runoff contributes resistant iDNA into streams as nonpoint sources (Joy et al., 2013), thereby 
133 increasing these ratios, land use along the stream will likely influence how important eDNA from 
134 wastewater effluent is on ARG prevalence. However, the ranges of Aiw0/Siw0 and Aiw0/Aew0 ratios in 
135 which eDNA becomes important for ARG dissemination (Fig. 3) are broad enough to represent 
136 many streams with a range of truly susceptible bacterial populations that receive WWTP discharge. 
137 The analysis of the model facilitates applying it to predict concentrations of ARGs in 
138 streams. To our knowledge no study provides concentrations of eDNA and iDNA in WWTP 
139 effluent along with concentrations of iDNA in the receiving stream that would be necessary to 
140 model the fate and transport. Even if sufficient data were available, determining precise values of 
141 the 39 parameters of the model (Table S1) by calibration is a daunting task. Fig. 3 helps to identify 
142 cases in which literature values of the parameters would suffice and cases in which more specific 
143 values of the parameters must be determined. The model can also illustrate the importance of other 
144 processes. For example, the resuspension velocity is difficult to estimate in general, but because 
145 resuspension is negligible for the conditions modeled in Fig. S1, no further work on refining the 
146 estimate is necessary. Similarly, comparing terms in the parentheses in equation (1) shows that 
147 unless the segregation rate is underestimated by two orders of magnitude, it need not be considered 
148 further, and effort can be focused elsewhere.
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149 In addition to data from field and laboratory studies, holistic predictive models are 
150 necessary for best representing the environmental processes that contribute to antibiotic resistance 
151 dissemination. We show here that predictive models should incorporate ARGs as eDNA to avoid 
152 underestimating the magnitude of ARG dissemination in aquatic environments. Future field 
153 studies should also include eDNA measurements to obtain more comprehensive data on 
154 environmental ARG concentrations. Our model further informs field measurements by providing 
155 a framework for evaluating the key processes determining the spread of ARGs. Improved 
156 quantitative understanding of these processes and the impact of eDNA on ARG spread and 
157 occurrence will enable more accurate risk assessment and offer insights into more targeted 
158 mitigation of antibiotic resistance.
159 Appendix: Supplementary material
160 Supplementary material for this article can be found online at XXX.
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the processes included in the model. The compartments represent susceptible 
(S) or resistant (A) DNA; subscripts e and i denote eDNA and iDNA, respectively, while subscripts 
w, p, and b denote DNA in the water column, on particles in the water column, and in the sediment 
bed, respectively. The four compartments in the water column are also subject to advection and 
dispersion. 
FIG. 2. Longitudinal profiles of concentrations of susceptible and resistant iDNA gene copies 
(GC) both considering and ignoring eDNA. The WWTP discharge enters the stream at x = 0 m. 
Profiles are computed at a time required for advection over 2500 m (i.e., 1.7 h) using the 
parameters in Table S2.
FIG. 3. Difference in total amount of resistant iDNA in the water column between cases with and 
without eDNA. Contours show the logarithm (base 10) of the ratio of the total amounts considering 
eDNA and ignoring eDNA. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 2 except that Aiw0 and ew were 
varied. The black dot indicates the conditions shown in Fig. 2.
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Schematic of the processes included in the model. The compartments represent susceptible (S) or resistant 
(A) DNA; subscripts e and i denote eDNA and iDNA, respectively, while subscripts w, p, and b denote DNA in 
the water column, on particles in the water column, and in the sediment bed, respectively. The four 
compartments in the water column are also subject to advection and dispersion. 
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Longitudinal profiles of concentrations of susceptible and resistant iDNA gene copies (GC) both considering 
and ignoring eDNA. The WWTP discharge enters the stream at x = 0 m. Profiles are computed at a time 
required for advection over 2500 m (i.e., 1.7 h) using the parameters in Table S2. 
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Difference in total amount of resistant iDNA in the water column between cases with and without eDNA. 
Contours show the logarithm (base 10) of the ratio of the total amounts considering eDNA and ignoring 
eDNA. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 2 except that Aiw0 and γew were varied. The black dot indicates 
the conditions shown in Fig. 2. 
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Supplementary Material for “Importance of Extracellular DNA in the Fate and 
Transport of Antibiotic Resistance Genes Downstream of a Wastewater Treatment 
Plant”
Kaoru Ikuma and Chris R. Rehmann
Department of Civil, Construction, and Environmental Engineering, Iowa State University, Ames, 
Iowa 50011, U.S.A.
Model details
For one-dimensional transport with uniform flow, conservation of mass applied to eDNA 
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Equations (S1) and (S2), which apply to the water column, have terms for advection, dispersion, 
and decay with coefficients kew and kep, while equation (S3), which applies to the sediment bed, 
includes decay with coefficient keb. Transfer between the two compartments in the water column 
involves adsorption and desorption, with rate coefficients  and . Transfer from the water column 
to the sediment bed involves settling rates wAe and wAp, and transfer from the sediment bed to the 
water column involves removal rates vAe and vAp. Rates of settling and removal have dimensions 
of velocity. The last two terms in equations (S1) and (S3) connect eDNA to iDNA: The transfer 
coefficients are ew and eb, and the respiration coefficients are kiw and kib. The concentration of 
suspended particles is p. 
Mass conservation applied to the iDNA compartments in Fig. 1 other than Aiw yields a 
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These equations complement equation (1) in the main text. Equations (S4)-(S6) include growth at 
rates Sw, Sb, and Ab, respiration at rates kiw and kib, segregation at rates w and b, resuspension 
from the sediment bed to the water column with velocities vSi and vAi, and settling from the water 
column to the sediment bed with velocities wSi and wAi. In addition to the transfer between eDNA 
and resistant iDNA discussed above, these equations also include transfer from susceptible iDNA 
to resistant iDNA with a transfer rates iw and ib. 
To identify the most important terms in the governing equations, dimensionless variables 
are introduced by normalizing distance by a length L, time by the advection time L/U, eDNA 
concentrations by the concentration Aew0 of free eDNA in the water column after mixing at the 
source (x = 0), concentrations of susceptible iDNA by the concentration Siw0 of susceptible iDNA 
at the source, and concentrations of resistant iDNA by the concentration Aiw0 of resistant iDNA at 
the source:
(S7)
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The dimensionless form of the equations is 
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* * 2 *
* * * * * * * *0 0 0
* * *2
0 0 0
1iw iw iw Si w iw iw ew
iw iw ib iw w iw iw w ew iw
w iw iw iw
S S S v L L A A As S S A I A S E A S
t x Pe x UH U S S S
  
      
  
(S12)
* * 2 *
* * * * * * *0
* * *2
0
1iw iw iw Ai ew
iw iw ib w iw iw w ew iw
w iw
A A A v L Aa A A I A S E A S
t x Pe x UH A
  




* * * * * * * *0 0 0
0 0 0
ib Si b iw iw ew
ib ib iw ib b ib ib b eb ib
b iw iw iw
S w L L A A As S S A I A S E A S
t UH U S S S

    

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   
         
   
   
         
   
     
                
     
The parameters  and  measure the importance of transfer from 0 /w ew iwE S L U 0 /b eb iwE S L U
eDNA to iDNA in the water column and bed, while the parameters  and 0 /w iw iwI S L U
 measure the importance of transfer from total iDNA to resistant iDNA in the 0 /b ib iwI S L U
water column and bed.
Values of the parameters were chosen from previous work (Table S2). The mean velocity, 
water depth, and dispersion coefficient were set to the median values compiled by Rutherford 
(1994, pp. 194-197) for U.S. rivers. The depth of sediment containing genes was set to 2 cm, as in 
Rehmann and Soupir (2009), and the bulk density of the sediment bed and concentration of 
suspended particles were set to typical values for Midwestern states (Tufekcioglu et al. 2012, 
Ellison et al. 2014). Replication rates for susceptible iDNA in the water column and sediment were 
determined from data in Desmarais et al. (2012) on river water with a concentration of dissolved 
organic matter (DOM) of 2 mg/L and the pore water of river sediment with DOM of 20 mg/L, 
respectively, and the replication rates for resistant iDNA were assumed to be equal to the 
corresponding values for susceptible iDNA. Respiration rates, segregation rates, and rates of 
attachment and detachment were either taken from the sources in Table S2 or computed from data 
in the sources; the respiration rate for eDNA on particles was taken to be 10% of the respiration 
rate for unattached eDNA because adsorption on clay or colloidal particles protects against 
degradation (Cai et al. 2006). Settling and resuspension of unattached eDNA were neglected, and 
settling and resuspension velocities in other compartments were set equal to the values used by 
Hellweger et al. (2011). Transfer rates for iDNA and eDNA were derived from data in the sources 
in Table S2; to explore the effect of eDNA on the fate and transport of ARGs, the transfer rate for 
eDNA in the water column was varied over the range 10-10 to 2×10-9 L/(GC d). Representative 
values of the initial concentrations from Bravo et al (2018), Liu et al. (2018), Mao et al. (2014), 
and Marti and Balcazar (2013) were used as guidance in setting ranges for the simulations. Details 
for specifying initial and boundary conditions and solving the model are given in the main text. 
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Table S1. Nomenclature (continued on next page)
Aeb Concentration of resistant iDNA in the sediment
Dimensionless conc. of eDNA in the sediment, Aeb/(Aew0/b)*ebA
Aep Concentration of eDNA attached to particles in the water column
Dimensionless conc. of eDNA on particles in water column, Aep/(Aew0/p)*epA
Aew Concentration of free eDNA in the water column
Dimensionless conc. of free eDNA in the water column, Aew/Aew0*ewA
Aew0 Source concentration of free eDNA in the water column 
Aib Concentration of resistant iDNA in the sediment
Dimensionless conc. of resistant iDNA in the sediment, Aib/(Aiw0/b)*ibA
Aiw0 Source concentration of resistant iDNA in the water column
Dimensionless conc. of resistant iDNA in the water column, Aiw/Aiw0*iwA
‘Self’ coefficient for Aeb, *eba    ( ) / /eb Ae Ap bk v v H L U  
‘Self’ coefficient for Aep, *epa   / /ep Ap wk w H L U  
‘Self’ coefficient for Aew, *ewa   / /ew Ae wk w H L U  
‘Self’ coefficient for Aib, *iba   / /Ab ib b Ai bk v H L U   
‘Self’ coefficient for Aiw, *iwa   / /Aw iw w Ai wk w H L U   
Eb Dimensionless transfer rate from eDNA in the sediment, 0 /eb iwS L U
Ew Dimensionless transfer rate from eDNA in the water column, 0 /ew iwS L U
Hb Depth of sediment containing ARGs
Hw Water depth 
Ib Dimensionless transfer rate from iDNA in the sediment, 0 /ib iwS L U
Iw Dimensionless transfer rate from iDNA in the water column, 0 /iw iwS L U
K Dispersion coefficient
keb Respiration rate of eDNA in the sediment
kep Respiration rate of eDNA on particles in the water column
kew Respiration rate of eDNA in the water column
kib Respiration rate of iDNA in the sediment
kiw Respiration rate of iDNA in the water column
Pe Péclet number, UL/K
Sib Concentration of susceptible iDNA in the sediment
Dimensionless conc. of susceptible iDNA in the sediment, Sib/(Siw0/b)*ibS
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Table S1. Nomenclature (continued)
Sib0 Source concentration of susceptible iDNA in the sediment
Sib,init Initial concentration of susceptible iDNA in the sediment
Siw Concentration of susceptible iDNA in the water column
Dimensionless conc. of susceptible iDNA in the water column, Siw/Siw0*iwS
Siw0 Source concentration of susceptible iDNA in the water column
Siw,init Initial concentration of susceptible iDNA in the water column
‘Self’ coefficient for Sib, *ibs   / /Sb ib Si bk v H L U  
‘Self’ coefficient for Siw, *iws   / /Sw iw Si wk w H L U  
U Mean velocity
t Time
t* Dimensionless time, Ut/L
vAe resuspension velocity of unattached eDNA
vAi resuspension velocity of resistant iDNA
vAp resuspension velocity of eDNA attached to particles
vSi resuspension velocity of susceptible iDNA
wAe settling velocity of unattached eDNA
wAi settling velocity of resistant iDNA
wAp settling velocity of eDNA attached to particles
wSi settling velocity of susceptible iDNA
x Distance from the source at x = 0
x* Dimensionless distance, x/L
 Rate of attachment to particles
 Rate of detachment from particles
eb Transfer rate for eDNA in the sediment
ew Transfer rate for eDNA in the water column
ib Transfer rate for iDNA in the sediment
iw Transfer rate for iDNA in the water column
Ab Replication rate of resistant iDNA in the sediment
Aw Replication rate of resistant iDNA in the water column
Sb Replication rate of susceptible iDNA in the sediment
Sw Replication rate of susceptible iDNA in the water column
b Bulk density of the sediment bed
p Concentration of suspended particles
b Segregration rate in the sediment
w Segregation rate in the water column
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 Table S2. Values of the model’s parameters from previous work (continued on next page).
parameter value Explanation
mean velocity U (m/d) 34,560 Median value for U.S. rivers 
water depth Hw (m) 0.92 Median value for U.S. rivers 
dispersion coefficient K (m2/d) 2.61×106 Median value for U.S. rivers 
active depth of sediment Hb (m) 0.02 Similar to Rehmann and Soupir (2009)
bulk density of the sediment bed b (g/L) 1440 Average for Iowa example 
concentration of suspended particles p (g/L) 7×10-2 Typical value for Minnesota 
replication rate of susc. iDNA in the water column Sw (d-1) 0.662 From Desmarais et al. (2002) for river water
replication rate of resistant iDNA in the water column Aw (d-1) 0.662 Assume same as Sw
replication rate of susc. iDNA in the sediment Sb (d-1) 0.104 From Desmarais et al. (2002) for sediment pore water
replication rate of resistant iDNA in the sediment Ab (d-1) 0.104 Assume same as Sb
respiration rate of eDNA in the water column kew (d-1) 0.25 From Matsui et al. (2001)
respiration rate of eDNA on particles kep (d-1) 0.03 Assume 0.1kew since adsorption reduces degradation
respiration rate of eDNA in the sediment keb (d-1) 0.13 Mao et al. (2014)
respiration rate of iDNA in the water column kiw (d-1) 0.64 Flint (1972)
respiration rate of iDNA in the sediment kib (d-1) 0.147 Connolly et al. (1992)
segregation rate in the water column w (d-1) 4×10-3
Helling et al. (1981), Lenski and Bouma (1987), 
Cooper et al. (1987)
segregation rate in the sediment b (d-1) 4×10-3
Helling et al. (1981), Lenski and Bouma (1987), 
Cooper et al. (1987) 
rate of attachment to particles  (d-1) 69.0 From Hikosaka et al. (2016) using Lagergren eq.
rate of detachment from particles  (d-1) 0.01 From Hikosaka et al. (2016) 
settling velocity of unattached eDNA wAe (m/d) 0.0 Assume no settling
resuspension velocity of unattached eDNA vAe (m/d) 0.0 Assume full attachment in the bed
settling velocity of attached eDNA wAp (m/d) 6.5 Stokes settling velocity for a 9.1-m particle
resuspension velocity of attached eDNA vAp (m/d) 5.75×10-5 Hellweger et al. (2011) 
settling velocity of susceptible iDNA wSi (m/d) 6.5 Stokes settling velocity for a 9.1-m particle
resuspension velocity of susceptible iDNA vSi (m/d) 5.75×10-5 Hellweger et al. (2011) 
settling velocity of resistant iDNA wAi (m/d) 6.5 Stokes settling velocity for a 9.1-m particle
resuspension velocity of resistant iDNA vAi (m/d) 5.75×10-5 Hellweger et al. (2011) 
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Table S2. Values of the model’s parameters from previous work (continued).
parameter value Explanation
transfer rate for iDNA in the water column iw [L/(GC d)] 5×10-11 From Wang et al. (2015)
transfer rate for iDNA in the sediment ib [g/(GC d)] 4.5×10-8 From de la Cruz Barron et al. (2018)
transfer rate for eDNA in the water column ew [L/(GC d)] 1.4×10-10 From Overballe-Peterson et al. (2013)
transfer rate for eDNA in the sediment eb [g/(GC d)] 1×10-11 From Nielsen et al. (1997) and Mao et al. (2014)
source conc. of susceptible iDNA in the water column Siw0 (GC/L) 1×1011 Marti and Balcazar (2013), post-dilution
source conc. of resistant iDNA in the water column Aiw0 (GC/L) 1×104 Liu et al. (2018), post-dilution
source conc. of free eDNA in the water column Aew0 (GC/L) 1×106 Liu et al. (2018), post-dilution
source conc. of susceptible iDNA in the sediment Sib0 (GC/g) 1×108 Bravo et al. (2018), assuming immed. partitioning
source conc. of resistant iDNA in the sediment Aib0 (GC/g) 1×104 Mao et al. (2014), assuming immediate partitioning
source conc. of eDNA in the sediment Aeb0 (GC/g) 1×107 Mao et al. (2014), assuming immediate partitioning
initial conc. of susceptible iDNA in the water column Siw,init (GC/L) 1×1010 Marti and Balcazar (2013) 
initial conc. of susceptible iDNA in the sediment Sib,init (GC/g) 1×108 Set equal to Sib0
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FIG. S1. Spatial variation of dimensionless terms in the equation for Aiw at t = L/U = 1.7 h.  Values 
of parameters are taken from Fig. 2. The ratio of the total amounts of resistant iDNA considering 
and ignoring eDNA is 12.9. The ‘self’ term for Aiw involves replication, respiration, segregation, 
and settling. Absolute values of the advection, dispersion, and self terms are shown.
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